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POST-GREECE 
 

Trooper ‘Ossie’ Phillips, C Squadron, Divisional Cavalry, 2NZEF  
 

Relevant parts of his post-liberation PoW questionnaire are shown overleaf, but significant, interesting, 
essential and frequently hard-to-read details are highlighted here.  The original layout, (mis)spelling and 
punctuation is preserved as far as is reasonable. 
 
 
Liberated PoW Questionnaire (from National Archives, Kew) 
 
Stalag XVIIIA Registration Number 698. 
 
No: 34013  Rank:  Trooper  Surname: Phillips 
Christian Names: Thomas Oswald 
Unit:   Div Cav.   2.N.Z.E.F. 
Division:  - 
Date of Birth:  24 / 3 / 16 
Date of Enlistment: 17 / 5 / 40 
Civilian Profession: Shepherd 
Private Address: c/o 22 Wallace St.  Whangarei,   N.Z. 
    
Place & Date of Original Capture: Kalamata - Greece .  29 / 4 / 41 
Wounded when Captured?  No 
Main Camps in which Imprisoned: 
  XVIIIA.  Wolfsberg  22/6/41  13/4/45. 
  XVIIIC.  Markt Pongau.  1/5/45  8/5/45. 

  
Working Camps: 
  Flachau  (Austria) 1 . 7 . 41 22 . 2 . 42 Road 
  Mitterdorf      ”  1 . 3 . 42 19 . 10 . 43 Building 
  Kindgerg       “  19 . 11 . 43 13 . 4 . 45 Railway 
  Gmund         “  22 . 2 . 42 28 . 2 . 42 Road  
 
Serious Illnesses: No 
 

 

 
      Welcome to Wolfsberg 
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Trooper ‘Ossie’ Phillips’ PoW Questionnaire, Page 1 of 1 
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From Ossie Phillips’ discussions with his son Tom: 
 
“Austria then Wolfsburg on train 2pm Friday pm.  To Klagenfurt and Spital by truck (road) over mountain 
range to Radstodt, then to Flachau (small town only) in 1 day.  150 POWs – winter – 32°C about August-
March road building. 
 
Stalag 18A (18 = German army area). 
 
58 moved higher up mountain (hut and barb wire compound)  
 
Then rail to Bischofshofen 
To Villach (main junction) then up to Bruck (Murz River) 
Kindburg and Mitterdorf (small villages) walking distance.  
Work Camp 956GW 
 
Building a factory – blacksmiths shop – move into (volunteer) over winter. 
 
(1 year – 18 months) then walked to next village.  Germans 
 
Railway job.  Sub contracted by joinery and timber yard factory (prisoner work) dissatisfaction went on strike 
because of facilities and conditions. 
 
Company commander a Captain – a Major (German) came from Graz to sort it out. 
 
No facilities for washing or clothes or showers.  Major quite amenable – fussy about cleanliness “Perhaps 
Germans didn’t mind being dirty but we were particular” negotiations Ossie. 
 
Could make wooden tubs and could fit up shower (18 x 3 + 2) 74 camp bunks in huts/rooms.  Room at end for 
sick and medicine – 2 people max.  Germans kept numbers reasonably constant.  Guard took Ossie to 
plumbers to get rose of sprinkler to fit shower – made job last day or so.  Jack Lapworth made tubs – week or 
two – stretch job out.  Commandant decided not worth sending guard – local listened to Swiss radio and took 
notes in German gave to Jack (3 years).  Brought notes back to camp.  Ossie translated to English daily.  
Rest out on railway during day.  Guards German and Austrian. 
 
Translator for medicine/dentistry (didn’t work on railway).  Prisoners and local doctor or dentist.  Eastern 
Austrian accent (dialect) (rural accent). Man of Confidence for work camp. 
 
Dr. Fellhubber (medical) aged 65 – real gentleman – appalled with Dr. Arklman (dentist) 40 yrs.  Woman 
“Blondie” Annie 20-25 yrs (receptionist and dental work) got map of Austria – school atlas.  Annie asked for 
home address.  Ossie gave her.  Could hear guns or bombing noise. 
 
1945  
Train back to Bruck.  Instructions from Berlin.  Thousands on the move.  Made up into groups of 1000 to 
march across Austria (4 x 250) groups.  Thru Leoben, X ranges, 18 days march to Bishofshopfen.  Split (5 
groups of 50) marked with so many metres between groups.  Geneva Convention.  Slept under trees – dirty 
and tired. 
 
Bischofhopfen 10,000 prisoners many USA. 
 
Showers not working – Johnny and I went to Commandant to get showers going – heated water all 50 hot 
showers – many had lived dirty possibly for months because couldn’t get it to work.  Just lay on grass in group 
of 50.  Radio loud – heard Churchill say “the war would finish at midnight”.  2pm 8th May 1945.  Close to toilets 
– still had Red Cross parcels – eg. tea.  Took door off toilet for fire to heat water for tea.  Prisoners stripped 
wood off – building gone between guard walking around. 
Buried wood under greatcoats.  Guard couldn’t believe.  1st week of May. 
 
War ended 9th May 1945. 
 
Stole German truck – radio/radar.  Stripped radio gear out – got 28 in.  4WD diesel 3-5 tons.  I wheel drive not 
working – smashed it.  Drivers – Jack Lapworth (from Leicester, UK) and Johnny Gross.  4-5pm in afternoon.  
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Drove to Zell-am-See (by lake).  Stopped often.  Ossie had to talk way through German army officers.  
German troups on road waving.  Asked for roads to autobahn between Salzburg to Munich.  Asked Captain ( 
German) heading west north to autobahn.  Driving truck on steep mountains, narrow roads, bridge – USA 
soldier had gun ready. 
 
Ossie had to walk over bridge with hands up over bridge (midnight) and explain who are we.  Very touchy 
situation.  Called mates – went with tommy guns to back of truck – cheer from men on trucks.  Crossed bridge 
– got out and heated water over fire then went on. 
 
Reichs Autobahn 
2am, foggy, fighting had been on between 2 big USA Negroes, frightened, trigger happy, nervous.  Negotiate 
– could understand. 
 
Heading west to Munich. 
 
Roadblock sign detour.  Went for miles.  Argument with drivers.  Turned but had to go back same way. 
 
3a.m.  came to village with village green roundabout.  USA troops around fire.  Had to convince USA who they 
were. 
 
“are we on the right road to Munich?” to USA sergeant – woke up senior sergeant in guest house.  Not 
impressed – spoke German.  Ossie answered in German – nearly caused trouble.  10a.m. Munich – same 
tank of fuel.  City of shambles 3 nights of bombing, 2 nights x 1000 bombers and 1 night of 1500 rubble on 
road just enough room for truck.  Directed to aerodrome – run by USA army corp. all Negroes except 2 
majors.  Problems. 
 
Waited for several days for transport – told of aircrash – DC3’s fitted for cargo as passengers but no seats.  
28-30 people all on same plane. 
 
Canadian Red Cross parcels at village – dried fruit (raisins and prunes) made wine August 1944.  Barrel of 
beer purchased through commandant.  Made vile wine – distil? – obtained copper pipe of railway loco and tub 
(wooden) (Nov.) snow fallen.  Used jam tin and fed copper pipe through.   Boiled water/snow and kept snow in 
wooden tub.  Tested alcohol with match and burnt blue colour.  Stove and use at Xmas – still vile.  Xmas eve 
bash – Englishman ill “Tich” with alcohol poison.  Doctor called – not usual as prisoners normally went to 
doctor.  Xmas night doctor walked through snow. 
 
Commandant and doctor – Ossie check patient.   
 
(Nov. 1947 wedding (NZ) to Connie Cooksley – met pre war.) 
 
(Letter 1947.  Drs. Imprisoned (3).  Can you help?  Dr. Kosar leading Nazi in village.  Invalided out of 
Stallengrad – from Annie Gross?  Sent letter reply “Commander”) 
 
English Army Forces in Eastern Austria in Vienna respond as medical orderly/translator of PoW camp.  
Support Arkel and Fellhubber, no support for Kosar.  Letter from commandant.  Thanking for letter.   
 
Staff Sergeant Johnny Broome (accountant) senior person.   Complaint made about commandant – removed 
as a result. 
 
Flew to Brussels – medical check and issued with soap and allowed out on leave. 
 
Report back urgently – all 28 marched to train station 10p.m. – France to station near Lille city.  Small station 
marched still in group of 28 just after daylight – line of Lancaster Bombers lined up – bombers were in full 
active service. 
 
24 per Lancaster bomber – divided up through plane.  Ossie to navigator sent (Blister).  Stood all the way to 
UK.  Landed near Guildford south of London.  All 28 safe in UK – amazing that arrived together. 
 
Repatriation Questionnaire dated 6 Aug 1945.  10 months in UK (Army leave).  Then sailed for NZ/Aust.  Got 
off at Perth.  AWL.  Trans Australia rail.” 
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From Bernard Newton, Wartime Memories Project website: 
 
Ref Flachau Work Camp (Village 15 km E of Markt Pongau, Number not known) 
 
“My next door neighbour Mrs Eileen Jenkins and I were having a chat one day about tracing relatives and how 
our respective parents and grandparents had served in the forces during the two great wars. Eileen produced 
a photograph album which contained a series of letters and pictures of the series of events leading up to her 
father's death in 1942 in Stalag 18A POW camp. 

Her father was Arthur Duggan and was captured in Corinth, Greece 1941, the two friends who looked after 
him prior to his death were W. Jordon of the R A.S.C. and W Pearce of the Royal Engineers. 

I found the album most interesting and decided to look to see if there was anything on the Web about the 
camp and subsequently came across your Website I printed off several pages and gave them to Eileen, she 
was enthralled and has read every word several times. 

In Eileen's album are caricature drawings made by her father of some of his fellow POWs (they are brilliant) 
and she has asked if I would contact you to offer copies of these to anyone who may recognise the men 
depicted in them, so here they are. Individual copies and attachments can be sent to whoever requires them.  
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Miscellaneous PoW snapshots (not sure about the greatcoat one?) 
 

 
 

Mitterdorf 
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From Ian Brown’s “Stalag 18A” website: 
 

Work Camp  956 GW 
 

 

 
Location: Mitterdorf 
Type of work: Building Factory 
Senior NCO: Sgt Maj John Broom, POW 573 
Man of Confidence: Ossie Phillips, POW 698 
Number of Men: 39 (1942); 47 (1943) 
Known to be present: 
 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

F.C. Barron Pte   961 New Zealand 

Jack Bavister Pte 21 Bn. 4192 New Zealand 

Harry Belfield Tpr RAC 1196   

W.M. (Merv) Bramble Pte   651 New Zealand 

John R. Broom WO 2   573 New Zealand 

Dave Butcher Spr RE 1482 disappeared at end of war; also 1014/GW 

? Clark(e)         

? Coles         

? Collins         

P. Deaves Pte 6 Div. AASC 766 Australia 

? Elliman         

Stanley Glazebrook Sgmn R Sigs 700   

? Gough         

Arthur Victor Gross Dvr RASC 1346   

P.R. Hamilton Pte RAVC 1319   

? Hammond         

? Harrison         

B.W. Haylock Pte H.Q. 6 Div. AASC 556 Australia 

Peter J.H. Howden Sgt NZ Pay Corps 593 New Zealand; transf'd to Stalag 18C 

? Jackson         

? Kelly         

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc1014gw.html
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? Konst         

B.A. Lacy L/Cpl 19 Bn. 222 New Zealand 

Jack E. Lapworth Tpr RAC 1158   

? MacIntosh         

? McGregor         

? McKinley         

Frank Melbourne SM R Sigs 634 10049/GW? 

E.H. Nainby Sgmn R Sigs 665   

F.J.F. Newald Spr   369 New Zealand 

? Oliver         

? Pepperell         

Thomas Oswald (Ossie) Phillips Tpr   698 New Zealand; MOC 

E.H.R. (Ernie?) Rudd Sgmn R Sigs 568   

F.J. Schaab Tpr   703 New Zealand 

E? Sillence Tpr RAC 396? Transferred to Stalag 20B? (possible) 

? Stokoe         

Edward Stroner Dvr RASC 3250   

? Taylor         

H.R. Thorne Dvr RASC 1128 possible 

? Turner         

? Williams         

? Wilson         

? Winn         

Len Wood Dvr R Sigs 710 10049/GW 

G. (Pop?) Yearsley Tpr RAC 1318 Transferred to Stalag 344? 

  

The following photographs were kindly supplied by Ann Wood, daughter of Dvr Len Wood, Royal Sigs, except 
for the Group with names, which was supplied by John Gross, son of Dvr Arthur Gross, RASC. Bill Bourke 
has also sent a copy of the smaller group taken at Mitterdorf. On the far right of the picture is Spr Dave 
Butcher, RE, who disappeared at the very end of the war and didn't get home. Further photographs have been 
supplied by Tom Phillips, son of Ossie Phillips of New Zealand. 

 

 

 

Taken at Kindberg Taken at Mitterdorf Taken at Mitterdorf 

 

 

 

  Group with names Taken at Mitterdorf 

http://www.stalag18a.org/woodann/woodann06.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/woodann/woodann08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/woodann/woodann05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/woodann/woodann07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/gross/agross01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/tredwell/tredwell01.jpg
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Melbourne, Wood Work Party + Guard Wood, Melbourne, Unknown 

 

 

 

Merv Bramble Ossie Phillips   

  

 

  

  Lapworth, Yearsley, Belfield   

International Red Cross Inspection Reports: 

Dates of visits: 12 September 1942 & 13 September 1943 

General Description 

1942: 39 POWs are working in this camp, of which 5 are Australians and 12 New Zealanders. The men are 
working for a building factory whose management takes good care of the prisoners. They do contract work 
and are never working more than 6 - 8 hours daily. Sundays are always free. They are here since June. 

Interior arrangement 

1942: The men are living in 3 rooms which are well furnished with beds, tables, chairs and lockers. Good 
stoves are in all the rooms and coal seems to be here in sufficient quantities. Each man has two blankets. 
1943: Electric light, double-tier beds. Four rooms used a living and sleeping quarters. 

Bathing and washing facilities 

1942: Good 
1943: Two hot showers per week. Cold water supply adequate. 

Toilet facilities 

1942: Good 
1943: Adequate. 

Food and Cooking 

1942: food is prepared in a good kitchen where 2 women are cooking. One of the prisoners is working there to 
prepare the cabbage in English fashion. 
1943: Food cooked by the factory does not satisfy the POWs. The Works Director agrees with the proposition 
of the Delegate to build a little cookhouse for the British POWs and let them do their cooking themselves. This 
kitchen will be inside the barrack and will also serve for the preparation of Red cross food. 

http://www.stalag18a.org/woodann/woodann04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/phillips/phillips03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/woodann/woodann01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/phillips/phillips02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/phillips/phillips01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/phillips/phillips05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/woodann/woodann02.jpg
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Medical attention and sickness 

1942: One Sanitator in the camp was looking on the day of our visit after 6 patients, all with minor diseases. 
The British Man of Confidence at Stalag has been asked to send some medical parcels and some invalid 
comfort parcels to this camp. Dental treatment is given by a civilian dentist in the village. 
1943: One Sanitator in the camp. A civilian doctor comes to the factory every day and attends to the sick. 
Medical supply adequate. Dental treatment adequate. 

Clothing 

1943: In progress. 

Laundry 

1943: Done in camp. 

Money and Pay 

1943: Correct. 

Canteen 

1943: Beer available, otherwise nothing. 

Religious activity 

1942: A visit from the Padre from Stalag was asked for. 
1943: In order. 

Recreation and exercise 

1942: No sporting goods or games have ever arrived here. The men especially asked for a football, a cricket 
set, boxing gloves, chess, card games and musical instruments. Also for some topical music, new songs 
about home life and the war. This will be mentioned to the Y.M.C.A. 
1943: Outdoor games adequate. No recreation room. There is a big concert hall in one of the barracks for 
civilian workers; this will be open for the British POWs some evenings each week. 

Mail 

1943: Satisfactory. 

Welfare work 

1943: In order. 

Complaints 

1942: There were no complaints. 
1943: No complaints. 

General impression 

1942: This is a good camp. 
1943: This is a very good camp. Physical and moral health are perfect. The British Man of Confidence could 
show a little more grit as the discipline seems to be slackening a bit. 
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Work Camp  10049? Gmünd 
 

Location: Gmünd 
Type of work: Unknown 
Man of Confidence: Unknown 
Number of Men: 54 approx. 

Known to be present: 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

John Bates       Bishop Aukland, Co. Durham 

Jack Bloxham Spr RE 1446 Coventry 

A.S. Brown Dvr RASC 1341? London 

P.R. Cansick Gnr RA 1108 London 

R.H. Chatwin Gnr RA 828 Hull 

P.G. Clark Gnr RA 1104 London 

James W. Codner Dvr RE 1287 Devon; also 10196/L 

Fred A. Coleman Gnr RA 1105 London 

Cyril Crawford Dvr RASC 1428 also 11079/GW, 10106/GW 

D.J. (John) Eatherton Gnr RA 618 Cambs. 

R Ellis Pte? B&H? 1135? London 

Richard E Firth Sgmn R Sigs 927 Sussex 

Davie Fulton Tpr RAC 1416 Paisley, Scot. 

G.T. George Gnr   883 Wairarapai, NZ 

Alfred Handy Spr RE 1171 Birmingham; also 11079/GW 

Sydney Harrison Dvr? RASC? 1085? Derbyshire 

George Leslie Hill Spr   529 Motueka, NZ 

E.W. Hiscox       Derbyshire 

George Holt       Birmingham 

Kenneth Hough Pte RASC 1232 Essex; also 11079/GW 

J Howarth       Blackpool 

Joseph Hughes     1106 or 1116 Wigan 

E.W. Hunt       Fife, Scot. 

John Jones Gnr RA 1101 London 

William James Judges Cpl H.Q. 6 Div. AASC 994 Perth, Aust. 

James Kennedy       Liverpool 

Fred Keys       Lancs 

W.H. King Gnr RA 1087 London 

H.W. (Jim) Lambeth Pte   826 Wellington, NZ 

Richard Lane L/Cpl RE 1343 Liverpool 

George Lawrence Pte 18 Int. Trg. Bde. 871 Queensland, Aust.; also 10049/GW 

Allan McLean Lowther Spr NZ Eng. 885 Aukland, NZ; died 12.7.43 

Jack Lunan Pte RAOC 910   

Chris Marlow Dvr RASC 1489 London 

Thomas Marsden Pte Cam. H. 1216 Scotland 

T Martin Gnr RA 1103 London 

D Morrow Spr RE 1271 Glasgow 

Roger Newhall Cpl RE 804 Scotland 

John O'Brien Tpr RAC 1279 Falkirk, Scot. 

John R Pringle   RASC 1282 Northumberland 

James Quinn Pte   100 Wellington, NZ 

J Redford Gnr RA 897 Lancs. 

L Rees     672? Staffs. 

R.F. Rewcastle Dvr R Sigs 973 Co. Durham 

John R Samuels Pte   837 Wellington, NZ 

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10196L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrance/cyrilcrawford.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11079gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10106gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11079gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11079gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10049gw.html
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H Screeton Spr RE 1076 Manchester 

Charles A. Shaw Spr RE 1030 Doncaster 

T.R. Smith       Yorks. 

A Taylor       Scotland 

T.F. Thomas Pte RA 1040 Swansea 

C.W. Vickery Tpr RAC 1350 Bournemouth 

S Watson Pte RAVC 640 Lancs. 

S.C. White Dvr RASC 14611461 London 

J.C. Wilson Gnr RA 10771077 London 

Most of the above names come from a deck of cards brought back by Dvr Cyril Crawford, RASC. Information 
kindly supplied by Sue Lawrance, his granddaughter. Pictures of the playing cards and more details of Cyril's 
wartime experiences can be found at Jamie and Sue's Website. 

 

Work Camp 10049 GW 
 

For some reason there were three separate camps with the designation '10049 GW'. I have grouped the 
camps into one web-page. Malta is in a valley (Maltatal) above Spittal an der Drau. 

Known to be present: 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

Cyril L. Anthony Dvr RE 1174 Trasischk; forearm infection; also 318/L 

Harry Belfield Tpr RAC 1196   

Edward Brodie       E.F. Brodie? 

Walter G. Brown Tpr RAC 1376 Leg wound; transferred to Stalag 383  

Jack W. Donnelly Dvr 2NZEF 835 New Zealand; Trasischk, arm wound 

Norm Gunn Spr RE 1355 Trasischk; also 924/GW 

Bert Jackson* Tpr RAC 1250 Manchester 

George Lawrence Pte 18 Inf. Trg. Bde. 871 Australia; toe injury; also 10106/GW 

A.G. Martin Pte 2NZEF 696 Camp Leader, Treffling 

Michael W. McCallen Pte RASC 735 Camp Leader; transferred to Stalag 383 

Frank Melbourne SM R Sigs 634 also 956/GW 

Arthur G.A. Newbon Dvr RE 1323 Knee injury; also 148/GW 

James Edward Francis Ord Cpl RAC 1121 Newcastle; died 4.9.42 

George Scholes Dvr RE 1129 Surrey; Camp Leader; also 11079/GW 

Charles A. Shaw Spr RE 1030 Leg infection 

John Sunley Pte 22 Bn. 489 New Zealand; also 299/GW, 10029/GW 

Ernest Alfred Thomas Sgmn R Sigs 954 also 924/GW 

Cyril W. Winter Gnr RA 966 Trasischk; hand injury 

Len Wood Dvr R Sigs 710 also 956/GW 

  

*Bert Jackson, POW 1250, refers to 10049/GW as being in Gmünd. Gmünd in Kaernten is at the bottom of the 
Malta valley.  (Archivist’s Note:  Now corroborated by Henry Dunn). 

  

http://www.jamieandsue.co.uk/
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc318L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc924gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10106gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc956gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc148gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11079gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10029gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc924gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc956gw.html
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Len Wood 

 

International Red Cross Inspection Reports 

Labour Detachment 10049 GW, Malta 1 

Date of visit: 22 October 1941 

Location: Malta 

Camp Leader: George Scholes 

Strength: 87 (77 British, 6 New Zealanders, 4 Australians) 

Situation: The camp is at the bottom of a valley which is backed by a mountain. This camp is to be evacuated 
next week for the benefit of the Russians. 

Quarters: The camp is composed of hutments, divided into rooms in which about 18 men are housed. The 
beds are of iron and double-tiered, each man having the right to two blankets issued by the employing firm, 
and also to an army blanket. There is enough space for a table and benches. 

A special hutment serves as a washroom and has sufficient taps. Every man can have a shower once a week. 
The latrines are primitive and are not disinfected with chlorate of lime. 

Food: This is good, and the men receive the supplementary rations for heavy work. They have 500g of bread 
per day. Cooking is done by civilians, and some men who are put on light work by the doctor assist them. 

Clothing: The men work in a quarry, and their trousers are in a bad state throughout, but their tunics are still 
all right. Here too many of the prisoners are wearing French uniforms. Any repairs are difficult, as the thread is 
of such poor quality. Every man has two shirts but none of them has socks. These are replaced up to a point 
by pieces of material wrapped around their feet. As everywhere, boots are in a very bad condition and are 
replaced by leather sandals with wooden soles. 

Work: The men work in a quarry, and some of them on a road for 10 hours a day. The men are free on 
Saturday afternoons and Sundays. Several NCOs have never had a chance to say whether they wished to 
work or not. 

Pay: 70 pfennigs a day. 

Medical attention: One hutment is reserved for an Infirmary. A member of the British medical personnel 
works there. The doctor is a civilian, but in practice he only calls to see the men about every 8 or 10 days. At 
the time of our visit there were 6 patients in the Infirmary. These men receive very unsatisfactory attention - 
the doctor does not trouble about them and the treatment they receive is often contrary to all the rules of 
medicine. 

http://www.stalag18a.org/woodann/woodann03.jpg
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Lawrence, George, No 871 had an accident at work to his right big toe about 8 weeks ago, resulting in the nail 
being torn out and the wound becoming infected. He has been sent back to work before his would healed and 
now his state is very much worse and his big toe is now one huge purulent wound. 

Shaw, Charles, No 1030 has been under treatment for several weeks for an infection of both legs. These are 
much swollen, violet in colour and purulent. 

Brown, Walter, No 1376 has a wound on his right leg which has been septic for about 6 weeks. At the moment 
the wound is purulent, the infection is torpid and the flesh around the wound is gangrenous. 

Brodie, Edward for the past 10 days has had otitis with a temperature of 40o, mastoiditis and probably 
erysipelas as well. The prisoner is semi-conscious. 

Newborn, Arthur, No 1323 with furunculosis of the right knee had been passed fit for work. 

When accidents necessitate the cutting away of a nail, this doctor cuts the nail, without any anaesthetic, 
across the flesh and then tears away the nail thus detached. 

Being unable to reach the doctor in charge, we were taken to the Commandant of the Company by the 
accompanying officer who was indignant. The Commandant put us in touch with the doctor at the Lazaret at 
Spittal, and the same evening the five men mentioned above were transferred to the Lazaret at Spittal. 

Mails: The prisoners write 2 letters and 2 cards a month instead of 4 cards. 

Recreations: There are no games or books, but it is useless to send anything as the men are to be 
transferred. 

Welfare: The men have received a parcel every 15 days. 

Complaints: The prisoners complain that they are frequently insulted by the foremen. 

Conclusions: The men are well housed and have the regulation rations. 

Too many men are still wearing French uniforms. Their trousers are in very bad condition. None of the men 
have socks. 

The medical attention is absolutely inadequate. 

The mails are not properly regulated. 

The men in this Labour Detachment are shortly to be transferred to Detachment 10049. 

Labour Detachment 10049 GW, Trasischk 

Date of visit: 22 October 1941 

Strength: 109 men ( 86 British, 20 New Zealanders, 3 Australians) 

Situation: The camp is on a mountain road. It consists of wooden hutments divided into rooms. They have 
wooden beds in double tiers, every man having the right to 3 blankets. The rooms are well heated. The order 
and cleanliness of the rooms is exemplary. A special hutment serves as a washroom, with plenty of taps, and 
every man has the right to a shower every week. The latrines are very clean. 

Food: This is prepared by women, and the regulation rations are provided. The men complain of the 
monotony of their menus and that no British cook can prepare the food to British tastes. This, however, is not 
possible because of the laws governing the relations between the prisoners and the German women. 
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Clothing: This is in a very bad state, especially trousers, the change of which has proved very difficult. Too 
many prisoners still wear French uniforms. Some of them have two vests, and others one only. None of them 
have any socks - some strips of material (Fusslappen) are supposed to replace them, but even these are not 
sufficient in number. No gloves have yet been distributed. 

Boots are in a very bad state, 50% of the men having boots with wooden soles. They deteriorate rapidly and 
cut the men's heels. Such boots are not at all suitable for agricultural work. 

Work: The men work 9 hours a day on the construction of an arterial road. There is a 40 minute march from 
their camp to the place of work. There is only 1 hour's rest at midday, although they have a 20 minute march 
to the place where they get their food, so that the men only have 20 minutes to eat and, in addition to their 
heavy work, they have nearly 2 hours marching a day. 

Pay: 70 pfennigs a day. The medical personnel draw 1 RM. 

Medical attention: Here, as in Labour Detachments GW 10049 and GW 10049 RAB, a civilian doctor whose 
qualifications are insufficient, attends the prisoners. Here too we found men needing immediate hospital 
treatment and who were receiving no attention from the doctor. They are treated in contravention of all 
medical laws. 

Gunn, Norman, 1355, very probably has a fracture of the left internal malleolus, but has had no treatment for 
fifteen days and has not been X-rayed. 

Dunelly, Jack, 835 has had an infected wound in his right arm for the past three months. The infection is now 
torpid and progressive. 

Winter, Cyril, 966, has been treated for the past week for an infection in his right hand which has now 
developed a species of phlegmon which looks extremely bad. 

Anthony, Cyril, 1174, has a very nasty infection of his forearm, but has been declared fit for work the next day. 

Here, too, the doctor only visits the sick extremely rarely, in spite of repeated complaints from the head of the 
Detachment. There is an almost complete absence of medical supplies. Those which exist are furnished 
almost entirely by the medical parcels from the British Red Cross. 

Mails: These conform to the regulations, but the medical personnel do not have the special privileges to 
which they are entitled. Some of the British have not yet received any news from England and so far the New 
Zealanders and the Australians have received nothing. 

Canteen: This is poorly stocked. The men receive 120 cigarettes a month and a bottle of beer once a week. 

Pleasures: There are no books and no games for this Detachment and the men need them badly. The 
Detachment is in the mountains and a good distance from the civilised world. The men cannot play football as 
the ground is on such a slope. They have no musical instruments. 

Welfare: Since July the Detachment has received six parcels per man. The consignments are arriving better 
and better and soon each man will get a parcel a week. The Camp Leader controls the arrival of the parcels 
and distributes them himself. Two cans can be given out at once and these are opened and emptied in front of 
the prisoner. The prisoners have facilities for preparing this food to their taste. 

Labour Detachment 10049 GW/R.A.B. (Reichs Autobahn) 

Date of visit: 22 October 1941 

Location: not known 
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Camp Leader: Michael McCallen, Pte, RASC, POW 735 

Strength: 162 (including 18 New Zealanders, 2 Australians, 3 French, the rest British) 

Situation: This Labour Detachment is situated in a small town. The prisoners work on the roads in the 
neighborhood and live in a chateau in the town. The latter has recently been converted to receive prisoners. 
The British prisoners, all of whom were captured in Greece, have been in the Detachment since July 1941. It 
is expected that with fresh British prisoners from Labour Detachment 10049GW which is about 15 km from the 
camp, this Detachment will become an important group of three to four hundred men. 

The climate of this region is very healthy and the region is very beautiful. 

Quarters: The prisoners live in an old chateau, the various rooms of which have been transformed into 
dormitories. At the moment only 8 rooms are occupied by prisoners. Double tier wooden bunks have been 
placed in the various rooms, with a palliasse and two blankets per man. Each prisoner also has a cupboard, 
and there are wooden tables and benches in each room. The prisoners' rooms are easily heated by stoves 
and are well aired and well lit. The toilet and shower rooms and the latrines are clean and adequate for the 
strength of the camp. 

Food: The prisoners find this mediocre in quality as it is composed almost entirely of cabbage and potatoes. It 
is prepared by women and the British prisoners have no access to the kitchen. Bread is distributed at the rate 
of 500g a day per man. The prisoners have meat 4 times a week. Luckily they have the food from the British 
Red Cross to vary and supplement their menus. 

Clothing: About 30% of the British prisoners have no British uniforms. Their clothing is of poor quality and it is 
difficult now to get any from the Stalag. Many of the prisoners have no change of underlinen and the majority 
have no socks at all. There boots are in comparatively good condition. There is a great shortage of warm 
clothing. 

Work: The prisoners work at roadmaking for 9 hours a day. They are free on Saturday afternoons and 
Sundays, although part of their free time is occupied with various fatigues - cleaning, potato peeling, etc. 

Pay: The prisoners who work receive 4.20RM per week. 

Canteen: This is very scantily stocked and brushes of any sort are entirely absent. Beeris sold, as well as 4 
cigarettes a day per man but no foodstuffs. 

Hygiene: Toilet and latrine installations are satisfactory, but there is no delousing apparatus. The prisoners 
went once to be disinfected at Stalag XVIIIB, about 15km away, but there are still fleas and lice in the 
dormitories. All the prisoners can have a hot shower once a week. 

Infirmary: A room is reserved for patients. It has 8 beds and a member of the British medical personnel is 
attached to it, and really has complete charge of it, as the German doctor who theoretically should visit the 
camp regularly and also be on call, only makes very rare appearances. In any case his medical capabilities 
are rather to be questioned since we examined the following patients: 

One case suffering from typical bronchial pneumonia with heart weakness, cyanosis, pronounced oedemas of 
the ankles, etc. The doctor had diagnosed bronchitis, but the patient was receiving no special treatment. 

Another patient was suffering from rheumatic polyarthritis and is being treated only with aspirin and some 
massage. 

A third patient, the Camp Leader, had an enormous purulent wound on which had been smeared some 
useless ointment. 

A fourth patient showed an infected wound stretching all the length of the first joint of his left thumb, covered 
with a useless dressing. 
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Finally we heard that a fifth patient who was suffering from diphtheria had remained with his comrades for five 
days before being seen by the doctor and sent to hospital. 

This lamentable state of affairs confirmed the observations we had made the same day in Labour 
detachments 10049 GW, Malta 1 and A10049 GW, Trasischk, equally badly served by the same doctor. 
Thanks to the sympathetic understanding of the officer who accompanied us, we were able to evacuate all of 
these patients the same day to the Lazaret at Stalag XVIIIB, where they will be able to receive the attention 
their state of health merits. 

Mails: The men used to write 2 letters and 2 cards a month, but have not been able to write for the past 15 
days. 80% of the British prisoners have received news from home. For some weeks the British Red Cross 
parcels have been regularly distributed and are greatly appreciated. Up to date each man has received 6 
parcels. The Camp Leader distributes them himself and exercises all the necessary supervision. Six parcels 
arrived in a very poor state and incomplete. 

Intellectual and moral needs: Up to the present the prisoners have not received a single book, nor any 
games and have no sports ground at their disposal. The Camp Leader has organised a religious service as 
there is no chaplain. 

Conversation with the Camp Leaders: We talked without witnesses to some of the prisoners. The camp is 
not yet very well organised, and several improvements should be made. On the whole, the prisoners have 
nothing to complain of, but the chief criticisms of the Camp Leaders are as follows: 

1. The medical attention is completely inadequate. They would be very grateful if a British doctor could be 
attached to this Detachment, as it is going to be a more important Detachment and its strength will shortly be 
doubled. 

2. The quality of the food is very mediocre and the prisoners would be glad to have one of their number 
detailed as cook. On Saturdays and Sundays, the prisoners only get one meal. 

3. Their free time, both at weekends and in the evenings after their meal, is nearly all occupied in various 
fatigues. Can they not have more free time and also a sports ground where they can take exercise. 

4. There is no religious service. There are no books. There are no games. 

 

 


